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Abstract—Intelligence analysts have to work in highly demanding circumstances. This causes mistakes with severe consequences, which is the reason that support systems for intelligence
analysts have been developed. The support system proposed in
this paper assists humans by offering support that improves their
performance, without reducing them in their freedom. This is
done with a trust-based question answering system (T-QAS). An
important part of T-QAS are trust models which keep track of
trust in each of the agents gathering information. Using these
trust models, the system can support the intelligence analyst by:
1) helping to decide which agents are trusted enough to receive
questions, 2) providing information about the reliability of each
of the sources used, and 3) advising in making decisions based on
information from possibly unreliable sources. An implementation
of last two capabilities of T-QAS is evaluated in an experiment
in which participants perform a decision making task with
information from possibly unreliable sources. Results show that
the proposed T-QAS support indeed helps participants to improve
their performance. We therefore expect that future intelligence
analyst support systems can benefit from the inclusion of T-QAS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligence analysts supervise, coordinate and participate
in the analysis, processing and distribution of intelligence
in defense organizations [1]. Intelligence analysts have to
gather and provide timely and relevant information to decision
makers. If crucial information is missed or not provided timely,
friendly fires or wrong decisions can have severe consequences. An example is an attack by American helicopters
which killed twenty-three civilians [2]. In this example a team
of operators of drones failed to pass crucial information about
the makeup of a crowd. Reports that indicated that the group
included children were missed due to a massive amount of
data and time constraints.
The biggest challenges for intelligence analysts are the uncertain, ambiguous and complex information and the amount
of information. In order to deal with uncertain information due
to unreliable sources, trust models can be used. Trust models
indicate the estimated reliability of the information from a
source. Lower trust in certain sources indicates less reliable
information and higher trust more reliable information.

In this paper, we propose that a support system T-QAS that
uses the above mentioned trust models can support users.
II. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND
As intelligence analysts have to work in highly demanding
circumstances, it has been subject to many studies, proposing
solutions to challenges, such as JIGSAW [3] and AICMS [4]
for ambiguous questions, [5] and [6] for the cumbersome data
gathering process and [7] and [8] for analyzing data.
One of the bigger challenges nowadays is the incapability of
analysts to cope with (large amounts of) uncertain, ambiguous
and complex information. Also several solutions to support
analysts in dealing with this have been proposed [9], [10],
[11] and [12]. However, it remains unclear what the added
value of these proposed systems is. At the same time, in [13]
it is even claimed that dealing with high uncertainty, ambiguity
and complexity of information will likely remain beyond the
capabilities of software tools for some time.
The possibility of information overload also is a challenge
for intelligence analysts [14]. According to [9] approximately
10,000 messages per hour are received and only 15,000
messages can be scanned a day [10]. [15] states that heavy
information load affects performance, measured as accuracy
or speed, negatively. With too much information people may
have difficulties with identifying relevant information or relationships between details and the overall perspective.
Not only intelligence analysts deal with (large amounts of)
uncertain, ambiguous and complex information, but personnel
from other organizations and common people have to deal
with it. For example, in searching information using search
engines, participating in online social media, and reading one’s
e-mail. Search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, Bing and Ask
use word matching and ranking techniques to select relevant
information. Question-answering websites such as Answerbag,
Answers, ChaCha and Quora use reputation and votes to
display the most probable answers to a question.
To summarize, it is clear that intelligence analysts have a
difficult job. They will greatly benefit from support systems
if they are able to tackle one or more of the challenges mentioned. But, as was stated by [13], one of the bigger challenges,

to deal with high uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity of
information, is expected to be a too difficult endeavor for the
near future. At the same time question-answering systems,
such as those using reputation, have proven to be helpful
in providing users the tools to better determine trustworthy
information from larger amounts of possibly uncertain data.
In this study we therefore propose a trust-based questionanswering system (T-QAS) to support intelligence analysts.
III. S UPPORT M ODEL
A support model is proposed that can be used to support
a question agent (s.a. intelligence analysts) in retrieving answers from possibly unreliable answer agents. This process
of retrieving answers on questions is called the questionanswering process and a system that regulates this process
is called a question-answering system (QAS). The application
of the support model (Trust-based QAS or T-QAS) is expected
to help the question agent to cope with (large amounts of)
uncertain, ambiguous and complex information in questionanswering systems.
In Fig. 1 the support model used for this study (T-QAS),
which regulates the question-answering process between the
question agent and answer agents, is shown. Within T-QAS
three processes are available: Question Delivery, Trust Management and Selection of Answer(s). The next sections explain
the function and processes of these three processes.
A. Question Delivery
The process Question Delivery is provided with a smart
question from the question agent. A smart question is a
question with addition of meta-information, such as location,
expiration date, security level and domain of the question
as proposed by [6]. The smart question together with key
words and answer-category is sent to the processes Trust
Management and Selection of Answer(s). From the process
Trust Management, information about answer agents such as
location, availability and trust is sent. With this information
appropriate answer agents are selected. A delivery list of
these appropriate answer agents is sent to the process Trust
Management and these answer agents receive the question.
B. Trust Management
In the process Trust Management information about agents,
questions and received answers is stored in a database. This
information is fed by the delivery list and formatted question
from the process Question Delivery, agent information from
the answer agents and feedback from the process Selection
of Answer(s). The trust in each of the agents is managed
by independent trust models. These independent trust models
estimate the trust value of an agent through the following
formula (partially adopted from [16]):
Ti (t) = Ti (t − 1) · λi + (Ei (t) · (1 − λi ))

(1)

where Ti (t − 1) is trust in agent i at time t − 1, λi is a decay
parameter, Ei (t) is the experience for agent i at time t.

Fig. 1. Proposed general model

In the present study, trust values are based on experiences
of T-QAS with each answer agent. The value of an experience
is based on feedback about the correctness of the answer of
the agent with the following formula:
Ei (t) = ((r − 1)/(m − 1)) · −1 + 1

(2)

where r is the rank number of the answer of agent i, m is
amount of answers.
With this formula the experience with the agent(s) who gave
the worst answer is 0 and the experience with the agent(s)
who gave the best answer is 1. If one answer is given, the
experience is 1. The influence of past experiences is varied
with decay parameter λ.
C. Selection of Answer(s)
In the process Selection of Answer(s) the answers (with
information such as location and time of answering) received
from the answer agents are analyzed in order to form a
response to the question. The answers are tiled based on their
similarity, in this case two answers are similar if and only if
the strings of characters of the answers are identical. From
each of the agents that provided an answer, trust is retrieved
from the process Trust Management by sending the ID of the
agents to this process. By using trust in each of the agents,
answers can be ranked. The estimated value of an answer is
calculated as follows:
EVa = 1 −

n
Y

(1 − Ti (t))

(3)

i=1

where n is the amount of agents who gave answer a and Ti (t)
is trust in agent i at time t.

In the above formula a combination of ranking by confidence and ranking by popularity is used. Ranking by confidence takes trust in each of the answer agents into account.
Ranking by popularity takes the amount of agents that gave a
similar answer into account.
By using the estimated values of each answer, the answers
are ranked. The ranked answers are then sent to the question
agent as a response to the question. The question agent gives
feedback about the response such as “confirmed” or “rejected”,
which is received by the process Selection of Answer(s) and
sent to the process Trust Management.
IV. M ETHOD
The processes Trust Management and Selection of Answer(s) of T-QAS are evaluated in a controlled lab experiment.
A. Participants
Thirty-six participants aged between eighteen and thirtyfive (M = 24.2, SD = 4.3; 15 male, 21 female) with a
higher education level participated in the experiment as paid
volunteers. No special training or military experience was
required. Participants were not dyslectic, had no concentration
problems and no RSI.
B. Task
Just like real intelligence analysts, participants had to form
an accurate intelligence “picture” of the situation in a fictive
scenario which took place in an area called “Lowland”.
However, the task had to be simplified, because participants
had no experience with analyzing intelligence. Within the task
first part of the process, from posing a smart question to tiling
the answers in the process Selection of Answer(s), is simulated.
The task was set up as a quiz in which participants had to
rank possible answers, given by one or more answer agents,
to a question according to their estimated soundness. For each
question context information was provided to give background
information related to the question. No further analysis or
implications of this ranking had to be made by the participants.
After ranking the answers, feedback about the correct ranking was given. The feedback, in its turn, could result in an idea
of the participant’s task performance, but could also result in
experiences about the reliability of the different answer agents.
These experiences helped in the calibration of trust in each
of the answer agents (both for the participant and T-QAS).
Because feedback was given immediately after the ranking,
the quiz can be seen as an accelerated version of the task
of real intelligence analysts, where analysis and feedback on
performance are alternated much less quickly.
For data gathering purposes, after each question participants
also had to indicate their trust in each of the answer agents
explicitly. Both ranking and indication of trust had to be done
within thirty seconds in order to simulate high demanding
circumstances.

C. Conditions
The experiment employed a repeated measures, withinsubjects setup, with four conditions: human alone (H), team
human-system 1 (T1), team human-system 2 (T2) and system
alone (S). In the H-condition the participant had to perform
the task alone and in the S-condition an implementation of
T-QAS had to perform the task alone. The S-condition was
done off-line (without participants). H and S were baseline
conditions. In the T1-condition T-QAS provided advice about
the trust in each of the sources. In the T2-condition T-QAS
provided advice about the trust in each of the sources and
advice about the ranking. In all conditions but S, participants
had to fill in the trust ratings and ranking themselves.
D. Hypotheses
Several hypotheses about the conditions are expected to be
accepted. First, task performance of the human-system teams
will be higher than both task performance of the human alone
and of the system alone. Because the support model has no
mechanism for natural language understanding, it is expected
that a human is better at using the context information for a
decision. The system, on the other hand, is hypothesized better
in objectively estimating trust values, because of the process
Trust Management. A cooperation of both human and system
is therefore expected to improve performance:
Hypothesis 1: Task performance in T1 and T2 is higher than
task performance in H.
Hypothesis 2: Task performance in T1 and T2 is higher than
task performance in S.
An important factor determining the previous two hypotheses is performance in H. Good performance in H may result in
a lower improvement of performance in T1 and T2, because TQAS cannot add as much value to good performers compared
to poor performers. Poor performers may benefit more from
T-QAS, because they are not able to perform the task well
themselves.
Hypothesis 3: The difference in task performance between H
and both T1 and T2 is higher for poor task performers than
for good task performers.
V. R ESULTS
A. Hypothesis 1 and 2
Repeated Measures ANOVA showed a statistically significant effect on task performance (F (3, 105) = 7.252;
p < .0005). Post hoc tests using Bonferroni correction
revealed a significant difference (p < .0005) between task
performance in the T1-condition (.287 ± .592) and task performance in the S-condition (−.200 ± .000) and a significant
difference (p < .0005) between task performance in the
T2-condition (.172 ± .477) and task performance in the Scondition (−.200 ± .000). No other significant differences
were found (see Fig. 2). Hence Hyp. 1 cannot be accepted.
Hyp. 2, however, is accepted, because task performance in
both the T1- and T2-conditions is significantly higher than
in the S-condition. Adding the “human in the loop” thus
indeed improve performance. Trust estimation significantly

Fig. 2. Task Performance

improves (p = .017) with advice (T1-condition; .220 ± .999)
as compared to without advice (−.253 ± 1.081). Adding the
system to the human thus also improve performance, but the
difference in task performance between the H-condition and
T1- and T2-conditions is not significant.
B. Hypothesis 3
The results regarding good (n = 16) and poor performers
(n = 20) indicate that poor task performers perform significantly better in both the T1- (p = .021; .231 ± .635)
and T2-condition (p = .007; .106 ± .454) as compared to
the H-condition (−.363 ± .323) and good task performers do
not perform significantly better in the T-conditions compared
to the H-condition. Hyp. 3 can be accepted. Furthermore,
Hyp. 1 is accepted for poor performers, because poor performers perform significantly better with support from T-QAS
compared to without support, as mentioned before. On the
other hand, good performers perform not significantly worse
with support from T-QAS as compared to performing alone,
even if T-QAS performs significantly worse than the good
performers (p < .0005). Support has thus no negative effect
on performance.
VI. D ISCUSSION , C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The support system proposed in this paper assists humans
by offering support that improves their performance. This is
done with a trust-based question answering system (T-QAS).
An important part of T-QAS are trust models which keep track
of trust in each of the agents gathering information. Using
these trust models, the system can support the intelligence
analyst by: 1) helping to decide which agents are trusted
enough to receive questions, 2) providing information about
the reliability of each of the sources used, and 3) advising
in making decisions based on information from possibly
unreliable sources. An implementation of last two capabilities
of T-QAS is evaluated in an experiment in which participants
perform a decision making task with information from possibly unreliable sources.
Experimental evaluation proved that T-QAS improved task
performance (poor performers) and estimation of the reliability
of the sources. Task performance of good performers was not

improved, but also not decreased, even if T-QAS performs
significantly worse than the good performers. T-QAS has thus
no negative effect on performance. In order to further improve
performance, performers have to be trained in when to use TQAS. Poor performers can use T-QAS in more cases than good
performers, so good performers have to know in which case
T-QAS has to be used. Furthermore, T-QAS can be improved
in order to get performance on the level of good human
performers. This could be done with using more semantic
information.
Humans in cooperation with T-QAS also have an improved
performance as compared to the task performance of the
system (T-QAS) alone. Indeed this shows that both humans
and the system are benefited when they cooperate with the
other.
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